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Synopsis 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
In the continuity of the two precedent performances (Small explosion with glass and 
repeat echo and Shiver), ISSHH (क) explores the links between sound and image, 
between cinema and stage. It is a work of choreographic research that questions the 
idea of the group and what is required to create a “common” body. 
 
An exploration of Indian cinema makes it possible to dive into the immensity of a vast 
body of sound references. ISSHH (क) draws upon Devdas, a novel written in 1917 by 
Sarat Chandra Chattopadhyay. The book recounts the ill-fated love story of Devdas, a 
young man from a well-to-do family and Paro, the daughter of his modest neighbours. It 
has often been likened to an Indian Romeo and Juliette. The book has been widely read 
in India and has become the object of many a translation and cinematic adaptation.  
 
On an empty stage with the participation of the dancers of the Attakkalari Dance 
Company (Bangalore, IN) Nicole Seiler delves into more than a century of acoustic 
perceptions and takes us on a choreographic-cinematic voyage that questions the infinite 
possibilities of our imagination. 



______________________________________________________________________ 
 

ISSHH(क) by Christophe Jaquet, dramatist 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
ISSHH(क) juxtaposes abstract movement and concrete sounds. The performance takes 
the form of a collage made up of a group of seven Indian dancers and excerpts from the 
soundtracks of different versions of the famous film Devdas. The sound brings sense and 
breadth of meaning to the movements and vice versa. 
 
Each of the two elements possesses its own specific qualities and can be contemplated 
on its own. The succession of gestures follows an organic logic: each movement is 
repeated in a loop that progressively and imperceptibly transforms into another 
movement which then becomes another… The soundtrack meanwhile consists of a 
montage of excerpts from different versions of the film and respects the chronological 
order of the story. 
 
The force of the performance results from the different ways in which the two elements 
come together and the modalities through which they are in dialogue: the relationship 
between each element is constantly modified throughout the piece. At times it appears to 
be the sound that initiates the gestures, at others the opposite seems true. At certain 
moments the sound inflects the dancers movements with a certain offbeat humour, while 
at others it is the dancers who seem to direct or even produce the sound. Then, as if by 
magic, the two elements fall into a kind of unison: the sound suddenly situates the 
dancers in a specific environment, emotion or situation (the Indian country side of the 
1930s, a school, a modern day city). At times the sound becomes rain, passers-by, or 
causes bees to appear that only the dancers can see. There are even moments when the 
collage operates through an even more mysterious alchemy, one that is linked to the 
subconscious and more difficult to explain. 
 
This performance immerses the audience in a total sensorial experience and carries them 
off on a voyage from one place to another, one sensation to another, one feeling to 
another, without ever breaking the through line of the piece. Suddenly the atmosphere 
has completely changed without our realising it. 
 



 
 
 
Nicole Seiler previously used a similar methodology for the creation of the piece Small 
Explosion with glass and repeat echo (2012) in which the gestures were confronted with 
a score of concrete sounds and cinematic sound effects. In that piece the sound and 
movement were in dialogue. For ISSHH(क) Nicole Seiler decided to limit the score to four 
of the most well known versions of Devdas, adapted from the eponymous novel written 
by Sarat Chandra Chattopadhyay, and adapted for the cinema more that a dozen times 
in India alone. 
 
In ISSHH(क) it is not a question of surveying the whole Indian cinema. It would be 
presumptuous for an occidental choreographer to imagine him or herself capable of 
mastering such a vast subject. The choice of films can be explained by the variety of 
sound-styles they contain. Devdas offers a plethora of sound possibilities, nearly a 
century of film history, from the simple ambience of the 1930s to the hysterical and over-
charged soundtracks of contemporary block-busters, from the songs of antiquated 
traveling musicians to the buzz of 21st century dance clubs. The choice of limiting the 
piece to one unique filmic through line helps to anchor the piece in coherence constituted 
by the story. 
 
In general, when an occidental choreographer sets off to work in India, they spend a few 
weeks working with local dancers during a workshop. Most of the time this confrontation 
is very interesting for both parties: the choreographer uncovers singular movement 
qualities while the dancers encounter a methodology with which they are unfamiliar, in 
this case one that centres around the personality of the performers. But it often stops 
there. Once the workshop is finished and an eventual presentation in place, each 
participant returns to where they came from - the choreographer back to his or her 
practice and the dancers to theirs. In this case Nicole Seiler preferred to integrate the 
piece into her repertory and share it both in Europe and India, as she would any of her 
other works… And so the story continues. 
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ISSHH(क) by Térésa Faucon, film historian 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
ISSHH(क) resonates with 24 years of Indian film history. Devdas is without a doubt one 
of the stories that has been adapted the most often (from Bengal to Kerala, passing by 
Andra Pradesh and Bollywood). So much so (1928 to 2009) that Devdas has become a 
cinematic myth alongside many other ancient ones, surely because of its masculine 
protagonist, whose psychology is much more complex than his classical counterparts: 
good and bad depending on the circumstances, weak when faced with paternal 
authority, cowardly with the women who love him - Paro (who evokes Radha through 
her evolving rural origins, through her faithfulness and abnegation to Sita) and 
Chandramukhi (the big hearted courtesan). 
 
 

 
 
The polyphony of Nicole Seiler’s composition entwines four versions of Devdas, 1935 
(Barua), 1955 (Roy), 2002 (Bhansali) and 2009 (Kashyap), reinterpretations of the story 
of two impossible lovers, in a kaleidoscopic vision of Indian society (at times 
contemporary and at others timeless). Different representations of womanhood collide: 
the young girl who very early learns her future husband’s quotidian gestures (with the 
ritual of water taken from the river), the one who admires her husband as dictated by 
the ancestral laws of Manu and yet another who defies custom in the name of love and 
becomes quite liberated sexually, blurring the lines between future wife and courtesan. 
 

The sound space created for ISSHH(क) makes use of certain musical or sung sequences 
commonly found in popular Indian cinema, which express the long poetic tradition still 



employed today, along with the predilection for metaphor – especially in regards to 
matters of the heart. Nicole Seiler’s use of sub-titles is a further invitation to listen and 
see. 

The audience listens while the dancers bodies act in resonance to the film, its repetitive 
mechanisms, intermittent stops, its unfurling events, of movement and fiction in general 
and the trajectories of the characters in particular, trajectories that express their desire. 
So much so that the dancers’ gestures and displacements have the complexity and 
richness of those carried out in the charged space between narration and abstraction. 

Attention is drawn to the sound because of its repetition, amplification and accumulation, 
as it plays with the tension, the passage between narrative and rhythmic spaces: the 
ringing of bells and the movement of the carriage (that carries Devdas away from Paro in 
the beginning) or the train (the same that brings Devdas back to Paro at the end). The 
repetitive and mechanical sounds animate and contaminate each of the seven dancers 
one by one. 

The sample of a buzzing bee has been used countless times in Indian cinema as a sexual 
metaphor, and it along with many others invented by the cinema have been taken from 
the film and reworked, deconstructed, repeated, their temporality remodelled. Thus an 
arm bent up toward the head, with the hand first  cupped at the ear then sliding to the 
neck while one of the most exciting songs from Bhansali’s Devdas (Re Dola re), is heard 
coming from far away before filling the entire space with a typically Bollywood 
choreography. The reintegration of the placement of the arm in the Nicole Seiler’s 
choreography gives the movement a reflexive dimension: each dancer seems to mime 
listening to the song coming from a Walkman, like background music, which evokes the 
commercialized exploitation of songs from films that become popular hits. As the 
movement evolves into a citation of the dancers from the film, we rediscover the power 
of Indian stars to create gestures that the audience cannot stop reproducing – just like 
the dancers in ISSHH(क) who also take on the emblematic gestures of Sharukh Kahn, 
whose movements endure from film to film. 
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Nicole Seiler – Biography 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

	
 
Born in 1970 in Zurich, Nicole Seiler studied dance and theater at the Scuola Teatro Dimitri in 
Verscio (CH), at the Vlaamse Dansacademie in Brugges (BE) and at Rudra Béjart in Lausanne 
(CH).   
 
As a performer she collaborated on many different productions, with such companies as Cie 
Buissonnière, the Teatro Malandro, Alias Compagnie, the Cie Philippe Saire and Massimo 
Furlan.   
 
She created her own company in 2002. In her artistic approach image and video play a major 
role. Her research into multi-media which marries dance and video, gives rise to multifaceted 
dance performances, videos and choreographic installations. The last few years she has 
created a cycle of performances centered around the relation between image and sound.   
 
Since 2004 the company has toured internationally. In 2009 Nicole Seiler received the cultural 
prize for dance from the Foundation Vaudoise for Culture. Since 2010 the company has 
benefited from combined structural subsidies (Ville de Lausanne, Etat de Vaud, Pro Helvetia). 
  

Projects of Compagnie Nicole Seiler : 

The Wanderers Peace (spectacle documentaire pour 1 interprète, 1015, 50 min.) 
Wilis (Installation multimédia, 2014) 
Shiver (spectacle de danse/mutimédia pour 4 interprètes, 2014, 55mn) 
Small explosion with glass and repeat echo (spectacle de danse pour 2 interprètes, 2012, 70 
min.)	
Un acte sérieux (spectacle de danse/multimédia pour 2 interprètes, 2012, 40 min.)	
Installation pour En Corps (installation multimédia chorégraphique, 2012)	
Amauros (spectacle de danse pour 4 interprètes, 2011, 65 min.)	
Tinizong (spectacle de danse/multimédia pour 2 interprètes, 2010, 35 min.)	
Playback (spectacle de danse/multimédia pour 6 interprètes, 2010, 65 min.)	
Living-room dancers (spectacle/performances hors-les-murs et film, 2008, durée variable)	
Ningyo (spectacle de danse/multimédia, 2008, 60 min.)	
K Two (performance d’après le personnage de Madame K, 2007, 15 min.)	
Je m’appelle… (spectacle de danse/multimédia, 2007, 11 min.)	
Pixel Babes (spectacle de danse/multimédia, 2006, 64 min.)	
4 clips pour aufnahmen (clips vidéo, 2006, 10 min.)	
Dolls / Dolls live (installation et performances, 2005, durée variable)	
Lui (spectacle de danse/multimédia, 2005, 35 min.)	
One in a million (vidéo chorégraphique, 2004, 10 min.)	
Madame K (spectacle de danse/multimédia, 2004, 45 min.)	
Quoi? (spectacle de danse/multimédia, 2002, 30 min.)	
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